What Makes Water Revolution’s Water So Deliciously Healthy?
Everyone’s talking about the incredibly fresh taste of
Water- Revolution’s water. W-R’s proprietary energized
media solution™ technology infuses beneficial bioinformation signals into the purified water creating a delicious
end result that closely mimics nature’s own healthiest
drinking waters. Rather than using common electrifying
ionization systems (that can emit EMF energy into the water
and environment) we use the very best media components to
mineralize and energize the water the way Mother
Nature does.
One of the yummy results of the energized media solution™ technology is its ability to create a
water that’s micro-clustered. Micro-clustering means that the altered water is bound by
molecular groupings or “structures” that are smaller in size than typical tap or bottled water. This
in turn can lead to enhanced hydration allowing the water’s molecules to be more easily
absorbed by the body’s cell structures. You can actually perform your own at-home
demonstration of this enhanced absorption using the “tea bag test”. Simply take a glass of tap
water and another glass of Water Revolution water (both at room temperature). Place an
original Lipton™ Brand regular black tea bag into each glass of water – you can see how the
W-R water absorbs into and moves through the tea tag so much faster. Seeing this effect for
yourself is an eye opening experience!
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Our systems create water that can be more hydrating to the body. Drinkers of our water
say they can feel the difference, actually getting more thirsty when drinking our water and
never getting that bloated feeling associated with typical tap water, bottled water or other
synthetic beverages. Common effects of dehydration can include high blood pressure, body
weight gain, low energy and migraines.
Beauty control on tap. Your body’s largest organ, the skin, is directly affected by the water
you drink. Get “the glow” everyday with our incredibly hydrating water!
Our water systems create water that is packed full of nutrients. Try it for yourself. Most
can feel the difference almost immediately.
Our water systems create water that is rich in antioxidants. Daily intake of antioxidants is
essential to fight against the premature aging damage of free radicals. Researchers have
found that free radical damage is associated with numerous degenerative diseases. Heart
disease, Alzheimer’s disease, cancer and rheumatoid arthritis to name a few. Antioxidants
help to protect the body from oxidation. Our water will literally bathe your body with fresh
antioxidants in every glass!
Our water systems can help you to alkalize easily and efficiently. Water-Revolution’s
water provides your body with alkalizing minerals and will help it to better control overacidity. The common American diet, regular and ongoing stress, and environmental
pollutants can create over acidity in the body leading to what researchers refer to as
acidosis. Researchers believe that acidosis is one of the key factors in allowing the body’s
environment to fall susceptible to premature disease. Drinking Water-Revolution water is the
easiest way to help your body to maintain its essential state of alkalinity.
Our water systems are assembled by hand in the U.S.A. and the manufacture and sales of
these systems support American families.
Our systems are far more affordable than other healthy water systems. Our top of the line
AlkaPurity™ H-D, full purification and energizing under–the-counter system (with premium
faucet) is 75% less cost than the country’s most popular imported electric water ionizing
system and fully less than half the cost of other similar systems. Our instantly installed
counter top system represents even greater savings.
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